JOIN THE PROGRESS COMMUNITY!

Your one-stop source for insight, engagement, and feedback for Progress solutions.

Keeping apprised of the latest and most innovative ideas can be challenging. Whether you’re a customer, user or partner, the Progress Community site gives you a one-stop source for knowledge, collaboration, engagement, problem-solving, and feedback related to Progress Software solutions. The site consolidates and expands much of the activity taking place today on our Progress User Group (PUG) and other Progress and independent sites – in one convenient, streamlined location.

BENEFITS FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS

- Easily link to a rich set of technical resources from a central location. Comprehensive search capability provides access to all our publicly available documents quickly and easily.

- Participate in forums and interact with other members. Make your ideas known, read and contribute to wiki content, and get direct help from industry peers.

- Always-fresh, comprehensive content. With the introduction of Progress Pacific and the evolution of all of our product families, we refresh our growing content library regularly—and you get notifications about newly available content.

- Easy interaction with key Progress team members. Get the latest industry and technical insights from our experts. Your communications will be routed to the appropriate person reviewed for appropriate action.
RECENT ENHANCEMENTS FOR AN IMPROVED EXPERIENCE

We listened to you and redesigned the site in October 2013, which has increased membership by 30%, content contribution by 55%, and generated 7 times more visits to forums. Expanded functionality includes:

- Ideation (where you submit new ideas and ask questions)
- Tighter integration of the Progress community with key departments and our call tracking system
- Chat functionality
- Site-specific bookmarking of your most valued community resources

OUR COMMITMENT TO FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The Progress Community is now a global organization with significant resources dedicated to listening to your feedback and offering you the best experience possible. Key departments, such as Development, Product Management and Technical Support, will continue to work with you in solving your issues and making our products better. And we’re committed to continue enhancing the site with more feature-rich functionality to come in the near future.

IT’S EASY TO JOIN

Anyone can browse our Community – it’s open to the public and it’s easy to register. Just provide your email and name to participate fully on the site. Existing customers can interact easily using their Progress ID.

Discover how our Community can bring you deeper into the world of database connectivity and application development and provide the inside experience you need to make the best decisions for your organization. Visit our Community site today at community.progress.com and become part of this vibrant, innovative and rewarding gathering of minds!
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